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For whatever happy reason, the past
few years have yielded a bumper crop of
excellent books on the history of paleon-
tology. From Adrienne Mayor’s study of
fossils in the ancient world (The First Fos-
sil Hunters), to two books on the Cope-
Marsh "bone wars" (Wallace 1999; Jaffe
2000), to Martin Rudwick’s translation of
Cuvier’s key writings and Ellis Yochelson’s
biography of Charles Walcott (with Volume
2 scheduled for release in March 2001),
there has been no shortage of interesting
books on the history of our profession.
Add Paul Semonin’s American Monster to
this list.

American Monster chronicles the dis-
coveries and interpretations of mastodon
fossils in the United States, from colonial
times to the mid-19th century. The bare
outlines of Semonin’s history are simple
and familiar. In the early 1700s, large teeth
and bones were found in the Hudson River
valley, in what was then the British colony
of New York. Similar teeth and bones also
turned up in present-day Kentucky, nota-
bly at the famous Big Bone Lick locality
along the Ohio River. At first these were
interpreted as the bones of giant humans

killed in the
Great Flood of
the Biblical
narrative.
Later, the
bones were
reinterpreted
as belonging to
giant elephant-
like beasts
annihilated in
some global
catastrophe.
Buffon
described the bones; Cuvier used them to
buttress the idea that extinctions had hap-
pened; Thomas Jefferson mused about
the possibility that mastodons still survived
in the unexplored northwest. Finally,
around 1800, complete skeletons became
available, and the American mastodon
was more or less accurately recon-
structed.

This wouldn’t be a very long or inter-
esting book if this were all that Semonin
wrote about. But Semonin is trained as a
historian, not a paleontologist, and thus
doesn’t focus on the details of mastodon
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anatomy and taxonomy (although when he
does discuss them, he does so accu-
rately). Nor does he focus on the history of
"purely scientific" controversies surround-
ing the mastodon—in fact, he shows that
there were no such things as "purely" sci-
entific controversies. What Semonin does
is to flesh out his history with a wealth of
detail, always explaining why the bones of
the mastodon played the role that they did
in the growth of American scientific
thought and popular culture. As he writes,
"At that time, there was far less distinction
made between the worlds of science and
those of religion, political philosophy, and
economic thought, since scientific-minded
persons shared the same nationalistic out-
look with clergymen, politicians, and mer-
chants." (pp. 292-293) He ends up
covering topics from Thomas Burnet’s
diluvialism, to the growth of "scientific rac-
ism", to the rise of naturalism in 18th-cen-
tury painting. Some of this doesn’t have
much to do with mastodons, at least not at
first glance, and this gives the book a ram-
bling feel in places. But Semonin’s central
concern is not so much to chronicle pale-
ontology per se—which barely even
existed as a discipline at the time—but to
show how the American mastodon figures
in the greater picture of American intellec-
tual history, and how the social, cultural,
and scientific background of the times
shaped the way in which Americans saw
their "American incognitum."

To do this, Semonin focuses on myth,
writing in the preface that he is "calling
attention to the important role of myth and
metaphor in framing our ideas of natural
knowledge." (p. xiii) I should quickly point
out here that "myth" doesn’t necessarily
mean "falsehood". As the great historian
of religions Mircea Eliade wrote, ". . . myth
is, before everything else, a tale. . . it has
no other function than to reveal how some-
thing came into being. Modern man’s

attraction to myths betrays his latest
desire to be told stories, to learn how
worlds are born and what happened after-
ward." (Eliade 1977). Semonin defines
myths as "essential thought patterns
expressing our most basic values and
beliefs." (p. xiii) In this sense—and I real-
ize that this sentence is practically beg-
ging to be quoted out of context by some
creationist, so hands off!—Big Bang cos-
mology and Darwininan evolution are
myths. They’re not falsehoods—they’re
well-tested, and seem pretty darned close
to truth—but they are explanations, in the
form of epic stories, that explain why the
cosmos is the way it is, and what our role
in it is. The American Revolution and the
expansion of American pioneers into the
"Wild West" are also myths, in this sense.
Anyone who’s familiar with "dino-mania" is
aware that paleontology is full of mythic
beings; dinosaurs, from Jurassic Park to
Barney and Friends, have become mod-
ern-day symbols and totems. (For more,
check out The Last Dinosaur Book.)

Semonin brings up some surprising
ways in which the bones of the "American
incognitum" enter American history. The
Puritan clergyman Cotton Mather inter-
preted the bones as belonging to human-
like giants, because that supported the
Bible (Genesis 6:2 speaks of "giants in the
earth in those days" before the Flood).
The first mastodon teeth to be shipped to
the Royal Society of London were sent by
the governor of New York, Lord Cornbury,
who allegedly had another hobby: dress-
ing up in women’s clothing and sashaying
through town. Benjamin Franklin took an
interest in the bones, noting that the
molars were quite different from those of
living elephants. George Washington once
took time out from fighting the Revolution-
ary War to view some mastodon bones
and teeth found on a farm in upstate New
York. Thomas Jefferson was the most
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involved with the bones of the "incogni-
tum", debating with the president of Yale
University over whether the bones
belonged to human giants or animals, and
suspecting that the beast might still exist in
the unexplored reaches of North America.
Even during his presidential term, Jeffer-
son took a keen interest in the search for a
complete mastodon skeleton; in 1807 he
personally sent Capt. William Clark (of
Lewis and Clark fame) to oversee excava-
tions at Big Bone Lick in Kentucky. (Clark,
incidentally, was one of the first to recog-
nize and state the differences between
mastodons and mammoths.) Jefferson
later kept prize bones in his home of Mon-
ticello, shipped duplicate bones to the
Musée National d’Histoire Naturelle in
Paris, and followed Georges Cuvier’s work
on what Cuvier would finally name the
"Mastodonte". He was attacked for his
interest in fossils by thirteen-year-old Will-
iam Cullen Bryant, who later became one
of the first great poets of the United States,
but whose schoolboy writings were a bit
less exalted: "Go, wretch, resign thy presi-
dential chair, / Disclose thy secret mea-
sures, foul or fair, / . . . Or Where the Ohio
rolls his turbid stream, / Dig for huge
bones, thy glory and thy theme." (p. 353)

Semonin shows that the giant crea-
tures of the past have always had a mythic
dimension, and he chronicles the roots of
the fascination that would later evolve into
"dino-mania". Americans in the 18th cen-
tury keenly felt that they had no glorious
past in their "new world", no monuments
comparable to those of ancient Greece
and Rome. (The remains of the great
Native American civilizations were either
unknown at the time, explained away, or
else simply ignored. Recognizing them
would have interfered with the task of
clearing the natives out of the way—
heaven forbid that the heathen savages
might actually have a legitimate claim to

their own lands!) The mastodon bones
that were found in America were used to
fill this gap; they hinted at a grand and glo-
rious heritage for the continent. Mastodon
bones symbolized American pride: when
Buffon wrote that North American mam-
mals were small and inferior compared to
European species, Thomas Jefferson
cited the mastodon, in his Notes on the
State of Virginia, as evidence that Ameri-
can animals were in every respect the
equals of their Old World counterparts.
Finally, the mastodon symbolized the sav-
agery of untamed, primeval Nature, a con-
cept whose roots Semonin discusses at
length in Chapter 10. The mastodon was
seen as a ferocious beast whose extinc-
tion foreshadowed the final conquest of
the wilderness. Just as the "noble sav-
ages" were foredoomed to extinction by
the inevitable progress of Civilization, so
was the noble, savage mastodon doomed
to extinction.

In this light, it is no longer surprising
that scholars made so many outlandish-
sounding claims for the mastodon. George
Turner, in 1797, speculated that flesh-
rending mastodons, too bulky to chase
their prey through forests and between
trees, ferociously sprang from ambush
upon hapless bison. Claiming that the
beast bore enormous claws (which later
turned out to be the claws of the ground
sloth Megalonyx), he wrote, "With the agil-
ity and ferocity of the tiger; with a body of
unequaled magnitude and strength, it is
possible the mammoth may have been at
once the terror of the forest and of man!"
(pp. 309-310). In 1795, Dr. Samuel Mitchill
creatively reworked some Native Ameri-
can legends and told of an evil spirit that
had once brought "alarming droves of
Mammoths, carnivorous animals, and
especially loving to feed upon human
flesh." (p. 294) John Filson, better known
as Daniel Boone’s biographer, foreshad-
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owed the blitzkrieg hypothesis for the
Pleistocene megafaunal extinctions when
he wrote that Native American tribes must
have united to slay the awful monster: "To
such circumstance we are probably
indebted for a fact, which is perhaps sin-
gular in its kind, the extinction of a whole
race of animals from the system of nature"
(p. 200). Even Thomas Jefferson overesti-
mated the mastodon’s size, at six times
the volume of the living elephant. The
widespread belief in the mastodon’s car-
nivorous nature caused Rembrandt Peale,
who assembled and reconstructed the first
complete skeletons, to turn the tusks so
that they curved downwards, like enor-
mous saber-toothed fangs. (Peale did later
suggest that the mastodon might have
used them to grub for shellfish and not to
massacre other animals, except perhaps
in self-defense.) There is a definite tall tale
flavor to many of these stories; the mast-
odon sounds more than a little like Babe
the Blue Ox.

This is all very entertaining, but there
is a sobering side to this history. We are
not so different from the scholars of the
18th and 19th centuries. We still see our
own societies, our own desires and
dreams, reflected in the life of the past.
Professional paleontologists may find that
Semonin has raised an uncomfortable
question: when we discuss issues such as
whether T. rex was a predator or a scaven-
ger, or whether or not human hunting
caused the Pleistocene extinctions—what
unspoken assumptions do we bring to the

table? But the issues are greater than that:
the early descriptions of mastodon fossils
are bound up with the myths of Nature as
fierce, bloodthirsty, but ultimately yielding
to our rule. The view of the mastodon as
the tyrant ruler of a savage domain was
transferred to the growing number of "terri-
ble lizards" and other "ruling reptiles" that
began to turn up in the early 19th century.
The very notion that it’s possible for "king
tyrant lizards", "ruling reptiles", or any
other organisms to literally "rule the
Earth", repeated in a hundred popular
books, has one root in depictions of the
mastodon. The consequences of this idea
are huge: if it is possible for one type of
organism to "rule the Earth" and then be
"dethroned", then it must be possible,
even foreordained, for humans to conquer
and rule all of nature, and dethrone any-
thing in their way. If Nature is cruel, "red in
tooth and claw", then humans are justified
in being even crueler if necessary. The
consequences of this view are obvious,
from ecological destruction to genocide.

Darwin is sometimes blamed for
unleashing the "survival of the fittest" as a
justification for racism, genocide, and
imperialism—but Semonin reminds us that
the roots of "social Darwinism" go back far
before Darwin. Semonin ends his book by
calling for the creation of new myths: new
ways of seeing nature, not as a barbaric
kingdom to be conquered, but as a diverse
community which we have always been
part of.
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